
Dear public servant!  

I am writing to you to let you know that I am fully aware that 
America is a Constitutional Republic and that you govern by my 
consent!!! This is a warning with EXTREME FEROCITY!!! I DO 
NOT CONSENT to these unconditional executive orders! 

This is an eviction notice!!! If you do not take extreme action 
and make me fully aware of your efforts to lift the unconditional 
mask mandates and lock downs of my church, business, 
restaurants, and so on… you can EXPECT to be removed from 
your office of PUBLIC SERVANT!!!  

I promise you that I will mobilize every church, business, and 
community network that I know! And you will never be elected 
again!!! Take that to heart. 

You have allowed us to be lied to without raising your voice! 
We are aware that masks decrease your oxygen-intake–which is 
essential for my immune system to work correctly! Also, it is a 
scientific fact that a virus is too small to be stopped by a mask! 

Viruses and bacteria can, in fact, collect on the mask on my 
face! This makes me more likely to get sick; and, therefore, 
constitutes a FORCED HEALTH RISK!!! This is making people 
more likely to suffer from any and all viruses! 

On top of that—in 2005—the CDC wrote an article saying that 
chloroquine (a more potent version) was a good inhibitor for 
coronavirus (SARS-CoV-1)! Multiple doctors have said that 
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hydroxychloroquine regimen has had phenomenal results in the 
early stages of infection!! Another doctor discovered that a 
nebulizer medication delivery system can be coupled with the 
steroid called “budesonide” (that has been given to children for 
years to treat asthma) can be used as the “silver bullet” to 
destroy COVID-19! 

I know three people–personally–that had immediate relief from  
COVID-19; and it has emptied emergency rooms and hospitals 
in Texas!!! But, all of this information is being suppressed 
because Big Pharma wants to give us a vaccine in which–by 
law–they cannot be held liable: because they know it has 
irreversible side effects!!! This, in itself, should be totally 
illegal!!!  

We are being lied to; we know it; and we’re not going to allow 
it any longer! Businesses are going bankrupt, and our economy 
is crumbling! People are senselessly dying because of our 
government repugnant actions!!!  

Lift the unconstitutional lockdowns and orders to not allow us 
to receive these medicines!!! Lift the unconditional mask-
mandates, or else we (the American people) are about to 
mobilize an ARMY to make sure you are OUSTED OUT OF 
OFFICE at election time or sooner!! Thank you for your 
renewed commitment to protect the United States of America 
for enemies foreign and domestic!!! 
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